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COMPUTER-AIDED GROUP-LEARNING 
METHODS AND SYSTEMS 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This application is a continuation of US. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 09/015,653 ?led on Jan. 29, 1998, now US. 
Pat. No. 6,029,043 and is incorporated by reference into this 
application. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to learning, and 
more particularly to computer-aided methods and systems 
for a group of users to work on a subject. 

The most common group-learning environment is a class 
room. For thousands of years, knowledge has been conveyed 
in a classroom, with an instructor teaching a group of 
students. Such a group-learning environment has many 
bene?ts. For example, some students may be too timid to ask 
questions, though they do not understand. Such students will 
bene?t from others who are not afraid to ask. When the 
instructor answers a question, many students bene?t. While 
some students learn from the answer, others are encouraged 
they are not the only one who do not understand. There 
might even be students feeling superior over the student 
asking the question because they know the answer. Though 
such feelings should not be supported, they may motivate 
some students to learn. These types of psychological advan 
tages of a group-learning environment should not be under 
estimated. 

However, typically, there are too many students in a class. 
It is not uncommon to have students day-dreaming or even 
sleeping in class. The instructor just cannot cater to the needs 
of each student. Also, students in a class room are passive 
learners. They usually do not interact among themselves 
during class because information should ?ow from the 
instructor to the students, not among the students. With the 
instructor being the center of attention, students interacting 
among themselves may be considered as interrupting the 
instructor and disrupting the classroom atmosphere; those 
students might be reprimanded. Actually, there are instruc 
tors who do not even allow questions from the students. 

Another learning environment is a small group of students 
actively interacting. A student who does not understand a 
certain area can be assisted by another student. With students 
interacting, encouraging and even criticizing each other, 
they are more alert than students in a typical classroom. 
Such an active interacting environment is more stimulating 
than the passive learning environment of a classroom. 

Not only do students in such an active environment have 
better concentration, they typically have better understand 
ing of a subject than the passive classroom students. By 
getting more involved, the students develop more insights in 
the subject. Also, no one person has exactly the same 
background and experience as another. During interaction, 
different students bring into the group different perspective, 
which can be enlightening. 
A similar discussion environment with a lot of interaction 

is a chat room in the computer world. Members of a chat 
room typically share a common interest; it can be breast 
feeding a baby or biology. Usually, there is an initiator, who 
starts a session of discussion in a certain area within the 
common interest. Other members of that group respond. It is 
an environment where information is exchanged freely, in 
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2 
un-controlled discussions. Typically, the session ends when 
members lose interest. Though interesting, such chat room 
environments are not geared towards learning. It is more 
suitable for a group of members with similar interest to 
express their viewpoints, or exchange ideas. 

In order for group discussion environments to be 
effective, the group should not be too big because a big 
group discourages interaction. However, a small group can 
end up gossiping, wasting a lot of their time. Another 
problem of a small group is that members have limited 
information. One bene?t of a classroom environment is the 
presence of an instructor, who presumably should have 
much more knowledge in the subject of interest than the 
students. A group environment does not have that luxury. 
The group might get stuck in a certain critical area, and 
cannot proceed. Also, members might have diverse strengths 
and weakness. One member of the group might be much 
weaker than others. He might be left behind by the remain 
ing members of the group, and ultimately drop out of the 
group. 

Another environment to learn that is becoming more 
prevalent is learning through computers, which are gradu 
ally becoming an integral part of our culture. It is not 
dif?cult to include fancy audio-visual effects in the instruc 
tional materials. Such multimedia computer-aided learning 
systems can help some of us focus because they can create 
a lot of stimuli to our senses. Another bene?t of computer 
aided leaning is the immense amount of information avail 
able to the users. Not only do the users have access to 
harddisks with giga-bytes of information, they can surf the 
Internet and the World-Wide-Web for practically unlimited 
resources. 

Many computer-aided learning systems that are tailored to 
the needs of individual students are also in development. 
Such methods and systems have been illustrated, for 
example, in the following allowed US. patent applications: 

1. Methods and Apparatus to Assess and Enhance a 
Student’s Understanding in a Subject, with Ser. No. 08/618, 
193; 

2. AReward Enriched Learning System and Method, with 
Ser. No. 08/633,582; 

3. A Relationship-Based Computer-Aided-Educational 
System, with Ser. No. 08/664,023; and 

4. A Learning System and Method Based on Review, with 
Ser. No. 08/675,391. 

These systems and methods are quite intelligent, and very 
useful. They accurately identify, and offer solutions to, one 
of the main weaknesses of classroom education—an instruc 
tor cannot cater to the needs of each student. By focusing on 
the strengths and weaknesses of individual students, 
computer-aided learning systems can effectively teach, 
evaluate and reward users. 

However, inherent in such computer-aided learning sys 
tems and methods is the unavoidable effect of working 
solely with a machine, not a living being. Until one day we 
have machines with arti?cial intelligence that is as sophis 
ticated as a human mind, working with machines typically 
is not as interesting as interacting with another human being. 
Even then, we might still prefer to interact with our peers. To 
be ridiculed by our peers might generate more 
consequences—not necessarily productive—than to receive 
accolades from our computers. We usually prefer to have a 
certain degree of human touch. 

It should have been obvious that there is a need for a 
computer-aided learning environment for a group of users, 
where they can interact and work on a subject together. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides methods and systems for 
a computer-aided group-learning environment, Where a 
number of users can interact and Work on a subject together. 

Not only can the invention include bene?ts of a person 
aliZed computer-aided learning system, such as learning 
materials tailored to users and large databases of 
information, the invention can also alloW users to interact. A 
user Working in such a group-learning environment is usu 
ally much more alert than Working individually With a 
machine. Also, typically, it is more effective to solve a 
problem by a group than by a single person. Not only do 
different users bring into the group their different 
background, experience, knoWledge and perspective, a 
group environment can help users concentrate. 

In one embodiment, the invented system can monitor and 
analyZe users’ inputs, such as When they are interacting. This 
embodiment reduces the potential pitfall of users Wasting 
too much time gossiping or distracted from the subject of 
interest because the system can be aWare of such distrac 
tions. Also a Weak user can be identi?ed early on so that he 
can be separately taught to bring him up to speed With the 
other users. Such a Weak user might be more motivated to 
learn in a group environment than in an individual learning 
environment because he might be ridiculed or ignored by 
other users due to his ignorance. 

In another embodiment, the analysis process is not limited 
to identifying a user’s performance in Working on the 
subject, it is also applicable to understanding some of her 
traits, such as con?dence level, and Whether or not she has 
a good learning attitude. 
One embodiment of the invention includes an interaction 

controller, Which generates materials on the subject for the 
users, and sets a duration of time for the users to commu 
nicate in a dialogue environment. 

To be aWare of an end in a dialogue session helps the 
group focus, because if there is no end in sight, there is a 
higher tendency for users to Wander aimlessly. In one 
embodiment, the interaction controller initiates and stops a 
dialogue session for users to communicate among them 
selves for the duration of time. 

In one embodiment, materials generated for the users can 
be individually tailored to each user, Who can access the 
materials separately from the other users. The interaction 
controller can also generate questions and tests to determine 
users’ performance in Working on the subject, and provide 
hints to help users solve problems. 

Working on the subject in a group and Working alone can 
be intertWined. For eXample, the interaction controller can 
generate materials on the subject for every user individually, 
and then select a problem for the users to solve. The users 
?rst Work on the materials generated individually, and then 
solve the problem together in a dialogue environment for a 
duration of time. During the dialogue session, the interaction 
controller can provide hints to the users. After the duration 
of time, or before, if the users have resolved the problem 
sooner, the interaction controller can generate additional 
materials on the subject for the users. 

In one embodiment, the system also includes an 
initialiZer, a performance analyZer, a recommendation 
generator, and a report generator. The initialiZer alloWs a 
user, such as an instructor, to set the subject to be learnt. The 
performance analyZer analyZes users’ inputs to determine 
their performance, and attitudes, such as their participation 
levels and modes of participation in the dialogue sessions. 
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The performance analyZer also can generate a summary of 
the users’ performance to be stored for later retrieval. 

Based on outputs from the analyZer, the recommendation 
generator produces recommendations, Which can be used by 
the interaction controller to determine the materials to be 
generated for the users, and the Way to present the materials 
to each of them. The recommendation generator can also 
produce information regarding each user’s performance on 
the subject, and the effectiveness of the embodiment. It also 
can suggest What materials each user should individually 
Work on. 

The report generator can generate reports, such as on each 
user’s performance to shoW What each user should be 
Working on. The reports can also shoW each user’s progress 
and the embodiment’s effectiveness in helping users Work 
on the subject. 

Another embodiment of the invention further includes a 
user registry, Which restricts the users Who can use the 
embodiment to Work on the subject. The registry can receive 
potential user’s characteristics to determine Whether such 
user may be alloWed to join the eXisting users to Work on the 
subject. The determination may be by an instructor, the 
embodiment itself, or the eXisting users. The registry can 
also access a summariZed pro?le of the eXisting users to help 
the potential user decide if she Wants to join. To further 
enhance the decision process, the registry can also provide 
the potential user temporary access to a dialogue session to 
communicate With the eXisting users. Moreover, the registry 
can forbid an eXisting user from using the system to Work on 
the subject, based on recommendations, such as from an 
instructor or other users, or due to the user’s consistently 
poor performance in Working on the subject. 

In yet another embodiment, the invention includes a 
user-pro?le storage medium, Which stores each user’s 
characteristics, such as his performance in Working on the 
subject, and his input attributes, such as the percentage of his 
inputs that Was related to the subject. In addition, all of the 
users’ communication can be individually stored, and 
accessed. 
Another embodiment of the invention includes a notepad 

for a user to take notes. The user can cut materials received 

by him, and paste them to his notepad; he can link an area 
in his notes to a point in the materials received from the 
embodiment, and bookmark certain parts of the materials for 
his notes. The interaction controller can also guide the user 
to take notes. This can be done, for eXample, by generating 
a summary of the materials for him; the summary can be in 
a topic format. The amount of details in the summary can 
depend on the user’s performance in the subject, or can 
depend on an overall performance of all of the users. The 
interaction controller can also highlight sections of the 
materials that the user should take notes, Where the high 
lighted portion can depend on the user’s performance. The 
use of this notepad is not limited to a group-learning 
environment; it can be used by a user studying alone. 

Other aspects and advantages of the present invention Will 
become apparent from the folloWing detailed description, 
Which, When taken in conjunction With the accompanying 
draWings, illustrates by Way of eXample the principles of the 
invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 shoWs one embodiment illustrating the present 
invention. 

FIG. 2 shoWs one embodiment of a number of functions 
performed by the interaction controller of the present inven 
tion. 
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FIG. 3 shows one embodiment of a user interface for a 
user to indicate selections to the communication controller 
in the present invention. 

FIG. 4 shoWs one embodiment of examples of functions 
performed by the performance analyZer of the present inven 
tion. 

FIG. 5 shoWs one embodiment of examples of recom 
mendations provided by the recommendation generator of 
the present invention. 

FIGS. 6A—B shoW a physical implementation for one 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 7 shoWs one embodiment of one set of process to 
Work on a subject for the present invention. 

FIG. 8 shoWs one embodiment of some of the functions 
performed by the user registry of the present invention. 

FIG. 9 shoWs one embodiment of some of the functions 
performed by the user-pro?le storage medium of the present 
invention. 

FIG. 10 shoWs one embodiment of some of the functions 
performed by the notepad of the present invention. 
Same numerals in FIGS. 1—10 are assigned to similar 

elements in all the ?gures. Embodiments of the invention are 
discussed beloW With reference to FIGS. 1—10. HoWever, 
those skilled in the art Will readily appreciate that the 
detailed description given herein With respect to these ?g 
ures is for explanatory purposes as the invention extends 
beyond these limited embodiments. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 1 shoWs a learning system 100 to illustrate one 
embodiment of the present invention for users to Work on a 
subject together. It includes a number of elements. For 
example, an initialiZer 102 initialiZes the system 100, such 
as by setting the subject; an interaction controller 104 
generates materials for the users to Work on the subject, and 
monitors the users’ responses; a number of client commu 
nication controllers, 106 and 108, take care of communica 
tion at the users’ side; a number of interactive devices, 110 
and 112, serve as the input/output devices delivering mate 
rials to and transmitting materials from the users; a perfor 
mance analyZer 114 analyZes the users’ responses monitored 
by the interaction controller 104; based on the analyses, a 
recommendation generator 116 generates recommendations 
to direct the interaction controller, such as recommending 
the materials to be generated; a report generator 118 gener 
ates reports; and a subject material storage medium 120 
stores the materials on the subject. 

The initialiZer 102 initialiZes the system 100, such as by 
selecting a subject to be Worked on. In one embodiment, 
initially, the system can be used for many subjects. An 
instructor With his passWord can access the initialiZer to 
select one of them. In yet another embodiment, the initialiZer 
102, by default, automatically selects a speci?c subject. 

Each user accesses the system through an interactive 
device, Which provides outputs to the user, and Which 
receives inputs from the user. Different embodiments are 
applicable for the interactive device. In one embodiment, the 
interactive devices are monitors and keyboards, alloWing 
users to enter their inputs through keyboards, and receive 
outputs on the monitors. The interactive devices can include 
digitiZing boards to alloW free-hand or graphic inputs. In 
another embodiment, the interactive devices include micro 
phones and speakers to alloW oral communication. Based on 
speech recognition hardWare and softWare, Which can be 
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located in the interaction controller or the interactive 
devices, the communication can be converted to digital 
signals and interpreted. In yet another embodiment, the 
interactive devices include video cameras to alloW users not 
only to be heard, but also to be seen, Which might just 
include users’ faces shoWn as icons on a part of a screen. The 
above embodiments can be mixed and matched. For 
example, one interactive device might include a keyboard, a 
monitor and a video camera. 

In one embodiment, the interactive device is for the visual 
impaired, and includes speakers. In another embodiment, the 
interactive device is for the hearing impaired, and does not 
include speakers. 

FIG. 2 shoWs one embodiment of a number of functions 
performed by the interaction controller. For example, the 
interaction controller generates for the users materials, 
Which can be 

learning materials 150 on the subject, Which can be 
tailored 158 to a user, 

an ansWer 152 to a question from a user, 

a test 154 for one or more users, and 

outputs to guide 156 users’ dialogue, such as to Warn a 
disruptive user, or a message to a user Who has been 
communicating in areas unrelated to the subject for a 
pre-determined duration of time. 

In one embodiment, materials can be previously stored in the 
storage medium 120. To generate the appropriate materials, 
the interaction controller can access them from the medium 
120, and may assemble the materials into a format suitable 
for the users. 

In one embodiment, the interaction controller also moni 
tors 160 inputs from the users into the system, Which can be: 

the users’ dialogue 162, 
the users’ responses 164 to the interaction controller, such 

as ansWers from the users to questions from the inter 
action controller, 

the approaches a user employs to input materials into the 
system; for example, the amount of time the user 
interacts in a dialogue session; the frequency 166 and 
patterns of interaction, such as the duration of time of 
each interaction, and the time gap betWeen tWo inter 
actions; the numbers of questions the user asked the 
system, another user, and all users; the number of 
statements made; and the number of responses to 
questions asked by the system to the group. 

In general, a client communication controller takes care of 
communication at a user end. In one embodiment, When a 
?rst user Wants to transmit information to a second user, the 
?rst user’s client communication controller is responsible 
for relaying information from its corresponding interactive 
device to the interaction controller, Which can then relay the 
information to the second user’s client communication con 
troller. In this embodiment, client communication control 
lers are not directly coupled to each other, but can couple 
through the interaction controller. 

Note that in this embodiment, the interaction controller 
can restrict, 168, one user from communicating With another 
user, such as by not transmitting messages betWeen the 
users. Typically, the relaying has to propagate through a 
communication medium, such as a netWork. At the receiving 
end, the client communication controller can interpret infor 
mation from the interaction controller, Which might have 
received the information from another client communication 
controller. Interpretation can include formatting the received 
information for the appropriate interactive device to present 
the information. 
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In another embodiment, client communication controllers 
are directly coupled, as shoWn by the dotted line in FIG. 1. 
In this embodiment, if information is from a user’s interac 
tive device, the corresponding client communication con 
troller ?rst decides Whether the information is for another 
user, or for the interaction controller. If it is for another user, 
the controller Will send the information to the corresponding 
client communication controller of that user. Typically, 
information is also sent to the interaction controller to be 
monitored. If the interaction controller Wants to restrict 
communication betWeen tWo users, the interaction controller 
can send such a restriction command to the tWo correspond 
ing client communication controllers. They can break the 
speci?c communication link betWeen them. Similarly, if 
information is from the interaction controller or from 
another user’s communication controller, the client commu 
nication controller is also responsible for interpreting those 
information, in Ways, for eXample, as discussed above. 

In one embodiment, a user can decide the format to 
receive information. The user can, for eXample, transmit his 
desire through its interactive device to its communication 
controller. FIG. 3 shoWs one embodiment 200 of a user 
interface for the user to indicate his selections to the com 
munication controller. That embodiment includes a monitor 
screen With a number of dialogue boXes at the bottom of the 
screen, and With one boX designated for the format 202 of 
the information. 

In one embodiment, the interaction controller is con?g 
ured to alloW the materials to be presented to the users in one 
or more formats 170. For eXample, the formats can be visual, 
as in teXt and pictures, or audio, as in speech, or audio 
visual. The different formats can be miXed and matched, 
such as information With pictures and text can have the text 
presented orally, and pictures visually. Auser can select one 
or more output formats to receive the materials by activating 
the format dialogue boX 202, Which Will alloW the user to 
pick the preferred format. The default mode is teXt and 
pictures. 

In another embodiment, the materials for a user are 
presented in more than one format, and the user can select 
the sequence to receive materials in each format, again 
through the format dialogue boX. If materials are in teXt and 
pictures, and if the user’s interactive device has a sloW 
connection—Which can be due to the speed of the interactive 
device, or the connection betWeen the communication con 
troller and the interaction controller—the user can select the 
output format so that teXt is transferred ?rst. Then, While he 
is reading the transferred teXt, pictures are sloWly displayed 
on his monitor. 

Information going to or coming from one interactive 
device does not have to shoW up in all of the other interactive 
devices. Different modes of communication can be set. For 
eXample, each user can determine the one or more recipients 
of his communication. If he only Wants the system to receive 
his message, he can set his communication mode to a unicast 
mode—the mode Where his communication goes to either 
the system, or the system With one user, Which again is up 
to him to select. If he does not Want all of the users to receive 
his communication, he can set his communication mode to 
a multicast mode—the mode Where his communication only 
goes to a number of destinations, but not all. HoWever, if he 
Wants everyone to receive his communication, he can set his 
communication mode to a broadcast mode. 

In one embodiment, a dialog boX in FIG. 3 is labeled as 
Communication mode 204. If activated, the user Will be 
given the folloWing three choices: unicast, multicast and 
broadcast mode. If the user selects the unicast or the 
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multicast mode, he Will be given the names or pictures of the 
other users, and the interaction controller. He can then select 
the recipients of his message. Unless restricted otherWise, 
the interaction controller receives his message. 

In one embodiment, just as users can control the recipients 
of their messages, the interaction controller can select 172 
the communication modes for recipients of materials from 
the system. In other Words, the interaction controller can 
decide if one or more users should receive materials from the 
system. 

Another embodiment includes another mode of commu 
nication knoWn as a uni-directional mode. If the interaction 
controller sets an interactive device through its client com 
munication controller to be in such a mode, information Will 
How to that device, but not from that device to any other 
interactive devices. Inputs from that device can be received 
and monitored by the interaction controller, but not by other 
users. In other Words, information ?oWs uni-directionally. 

To implement the different modes of communication, in 
the embodiment Where the client communication controllers 
are not directly coupled together, the interaction controller 
maintains a separate communication session for each com 
munication controller. When the interaction controller sends 
information to users: 

In a unicast mode, through a communication session, 
information is sent to a communication controller; 

In a multicast mode, through the communication sessions 
of a number of users, information is sent to those 
communication controllers; and 

In a broadcast mode, information is sent through all of the 
communication sessions to all of the communication 
controllers, and this can be done one at a time. 

Similarly, if information ?oWs from an interactive device, 
the information can ?rst be sent to the interaction controller. 
The destination of the unicast mode depends on Whether 
another user is the recipient, or Whether the interaction 
controller is the recipient. If another user is the recipient, the 
interaction controller forWards the information to the des 
tined user. HoWever, if only the interaction controller is the 
recipient, the controller does not forWard the information to 
any user. In the multicast mode, the controller forWards the 
message to the group of designated users. In the broadcast 
mode, the controller forWards the information to all of the 
sessions. 

To implement the different communication modes in an 
embodiment Where the communication controllers are 
directly coupled, the interaction controller can set up a 
point-to-multipoint (PMP) connection from each communi 
cation controller to each of the other communication con 
trollers. The interaction controller can also set up an indi 
vidual communication session With each of the 
communication controllers. In this embodiment, if the inter 
action controller Wants a communication controller to oper 
ate in the unidirectional mode, the interaction controller Will 
either not set up, or remove the already established, com 
munication controller’s PMP connection; that controller can 
only receive information, but cannot transmit information to 
other communication controllers. 

In one embodiment, each piece of information contains an 
indicator indicating its destination. If information ?oWs 
from the controller to one user in the unicast mode, the 
indicator indicates only one user; in the multicast mode, the 
indicator indicates the intended users; and in the broadcast 
mode, the indicator indicates all of the users. Similarly, for 
information from a user, there Will be an indicator in the 
message indicating the recipient. Note that in the broadcast 
mode, the original sender of the information does not receive 
the message. 
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The interaction controller directs dialogue sessions, such 
as When to start and When to stop such sessions for inter 
action. This dialogue time period can depend on a number of 
factors, for example, the number of users and the issues to 
be addressed by the users. In the default mode, the time 
period is set to be ?fteen minutes. In one embodiment, this 
period is set by a number of rules. Typically, the more 
complex the issues, the longer the time period. HoWever, the 
interaction controller can take other factors into consider 
ation. For example, the time period Will be ten minutes if 
there are tWo users; and the time period Will be ?fteen 
minutes if there are four users. In yet another embodiment, 
the interaction controller sends a message to each user When 
the session is going to be over soon; for example, if the 
designated session is a ?fteen-minutes session, then one 
minute before the end of the session, the interaction con 
troller Will tell the users to Wind doWn because the session 
is going to end in one minute. In one embodiment, each 
interactive device has a counter, Which shoWs the amount of 
time left in the dialogue session, as the users are interacting 
in the session. 
When the interaction controller determines that the users 

should spend some time on an area of the subject in a 
dialogue environment, the interaction controller Will start a 
dialogue session. There are a number of factors to consider 
When to have a dialogue session. Typically, after receiving 
materials from the interaction controller for a period of time, 
such as tWenty minutes, the users might prefer to be 
involved in a dialogue session. Mixing and matching Work 
ing on a subject by oneself and Working With others can 
enhance concentration and comprehension level. There are 
other reasons to mix and match such different learning 
environments. For example, after the interaction controller 
has presented a concept, sometimes, it is bene?cial for the 
users to discuss the concept together, or to Work on a 
problem based on the concept. Such interaction can 
strengthen understanding and help users better remember 
What they have learn. In yet another example, it is sometimes 
bene?cial for users to start learning a subject by discussing 
issues or trying to resolve a problem in the subject. In this 
example, users start Working on the subject With a dialogue 
session. Designing such learning process—intertWining 
individual learning and group learning environments— 
should be obvious to those skilled in the art. 

In one embodiment, to start a session, the controller sends 
a message to each of the users, telling them to start Working 
on the area. Note that in the embodiment Where users can 
interact among themselves Without going through the inter 
action controller—the embodiment as shoWn by the dotted 
line connection in FIG. 1—the point-to-multipoint connec 
tions for each of the communication controller to the other 
communication controllers should already be in place. With 
the initiation from the interaction controller, the users can 
start Working on the area together. As Will be discussed, the 
interaction controller can start the session by posing a 
question for them to ansWer. 

After the ?xed period of time of interaction, or sooner, if 
the users have accomplished their designated mission earlier 
than scheduled, the interaction controller Will terminate the 
discussion. This can be done by sending a message to each 
of the users indicating to them that the discussion is over. In 
one embodiment, if tWo users continue on discussing, the 
interaction controller can send them individual messages 
asking them to stop; or the interaction controller can restrict 
the communication betWeen them in Ways as discussed 
above. 

During the dialogue session, the users can communicate 
through their interactive devices. For example, a user’s 
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inputs through his keyboard can be seen in another user’s 
screen, or a user’s voice can be heard in another user’s 
speaker. Users can communicate in different modes, for 
example, in the unicast, multicast and broadcast mode. 
Users can exchange, for example, conversation through a 
microphone; text through keyboard inputs; draWings 
through a draWing utility, such as a pointing device or a 
digitiZing board; and video images or non-verbal commu 
nication through a digital camera, or motion detecting 
devices. 

In one embodiment, one user can passively observe inputs 
from other users, but other users cannot receive her com 
munication. She is in the uni-directional mode of commu 
nication. She can be an instructor observing other users’ 
progress in Working on the subject. 

If users input through voices, their voices can be digitiZed 
and interpreted through speech recognition mechanisms. If 
the inputs are through pictures, they can be analyZed and 
interpreted by image recognition hardWare and softWare to 
identify different features. For example, one user is falling 
asleep if his eyes are closed and his head is pointing 
doWnWards for more than ?ve seconds. In one embodiment, 
voice and image recognition can be performed in the inter 
active devices. This Will reduce the amount of data traf?c 
from the interactive devices to the interaction controller. In 
another embodiment, such recognition can be done at the 
interaction controller or the performance analyZer. 

In one embodiment, the performance analyZer 114 ana 
lyZes the monitored users’ inputs, Which can determine 
users’ performance on the subject, and users’ characteristics. 
FIG. 4 shoWs one embodiment of examples of functions 
performed by the performance analyZer 114. For example, 
the analyZer 114 can analyZe a user’s performance on the 
subject 225, his input frequency 227, his participation in 
dialogue sessions 229, and the relevancy of his inputs 231. 
Note that a user’s inputs are not limited to his inputs during 
dialogue sessions because the user can input, such as ask 
questions, When materials on the subject are presented to 
him. 

In determining a user’s performance 225 on the subject, 
the performance analyZer can analyZe the tests administered 
to the users, or the ansWers to questions presented to the 
users. Results from the analysis can determine the users’ 
performance in Working on the subject. There are many 
Ways to generate tests and questions of varying scopes of 
dif?culties, and to analyZe their ansWers. Some have been 
taught in the alloWed patent application, entitled, Methods 
and Apparatus to Assess and Enhance a Student’s Under 
standing in a Subject, With Ser. No. 08/618,193, Which is 
hereby incorporated by reference into this speci?cation. 
The analysis can be rule-based, Where the rules can 

determine users’ characteristics. Certain inputs by a user 
imply the user has certain characteristics. 

Examples of such rules include: 
Auser interacts infrequently if he interacts less than 25% 

of an average user, Which can be the average user of the 
group, or the average user among a number of groups 
using the present invention. 

If a user interacts infrequently, the user is Working on the 
subject passively. 

A user interacts frequently if the user interacts more than 
150% of an average user. 

A user Who is beloW the 15 percentile of the group in 
performance is very Weak in the subject. 

A user Who is above the 85 percentile of the group in 
performance is very good in the subject. 






































